Blu RCU
OVERVIEW
The cutting-edge technology of
Bluetooth® wireless connectivity will transform the way
you hear the sounds of life.
The optional Blu RCU not only
controls hearing aid functions,
but also allows our digital
hearing instruments to stream
high-quality, stereo sound from
many popular audio devices
such as TVs, mobile phones,
MP3 players, and more. Don’t
let your hearing problems alter
your quality of life.
FEATURES
The innovative Blu RCU allows you to stay connected to
all your favorite sounds and
high-tech gadgets, even if you
have hearing problems. Using Bluetooth&reg; technology, the Blu RCU streams high quality audio from
mobile phones, TV’s, computers, MP3 players and more to any Rexton product with Blu Link technology.
Blu RCU doubles as a remote control for the instruments, allowing volume and program changes at the
touch of a button. Ask your hearing health professional if Blu RCU is right for you. Schedule an appointment today.
Available with: Insite, Cobalt+ and Bridge hearing devices from Rexton
Mobile Phone
You won’t have to worry about missing another phone call due to your hearing problems. Instead, you can
enjoy phone conversations directly through your hearing instruments, in stereo. Distracting background
noise is softened while feedback is eliminated effortlessly. An audible signal will alert you that a phone call
is incoming, and you can decide with the touch of a button to take or reject the call.
Television and Movies
Watching TV programs and movies with friends at home can be difficult with hearing problems. Blu RCU
can make this enjoyable once again. At a range of up to 30 feet, you can stream sound from the television
using your handy Blu RCU combined with the pre-paired transmitter. There is no detectable delay between
what you’ll see on screen and what you hear through your hearing instruments. It’s like a personal headset
that allows you to listen to TV at a level that’s audible and clear for you and also comfortable for others
nearby.
Stereo and Music
Discover the joy of music again! Any Rexton instrument with Blu Link technology can connect wirelessly to
stereos and MP3 players using the Blu RCU. Sound is streamed to both hearing instruments in stereo, transforming them into personal headphones.

Remote Control

OVERVIEW
Ask your hearing health professional for a demonstration of how easy the optional remote control is to use.
FEATURES
With wireless technology, you can put the control of your instruments at your fingertips with an optional
remote control. Easy, inconspicuous, and individualized. Let us help you find a hearing health professional
in your local area.
Available with: Insite, Cobalt+, Bridge, Gem+ and Day hearing devices from Rexton

Charger
OVERVIEW
With Rexton’s optional charging unit, there is no more
worry about dying hearing aid
batteries or losing power at
inconvenient times. Similar to
charging a mobile phone, the
instruments are ready to run
all day after a six-hour charge
overnight. For added convenience, many of our BTE’s are
also compatible with standard
batteries. The charger also
includes a drying function that
removes harmful moisture
from the hearing aids, improving long term reliability and
performance. Eliminate daily
hearing aid battery hassles and
try our worry-free charger.
FEATURES
Developed with convenience
in mind, our Green & Easy
technology allows select Rexton hearing aids to be charged
overnight using a handy
charging unit for a full day
of trouble-free operation. No
more worrying about batteries.
Humidity and moisture can
spell trouble for sophisticated
hearing instrument components. That’s why the Rexton
charger includes a drying
function that will leave instruments dry and refreshed each
morning. Don’t forget to pick
up your Green & Easy charger when you purchase your
hearing aids. Let us help you
schedule an appointment with
a hearing health professional
in your local area.
Available with: Insite, Cobalt+ and Bridge hearing devices

